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Photocrosslinkable, protein-engineered biomaterials combine a rapid, controllable, cytocompatible

crosslinking method with a modular design strategy to create a new family of bioactive materials. These

materials have a wide range of biomedical applications, including the development of bioactive implant

coatings, drug delivery vehicles, and tissue engineering scaffolds. We present the successful

functionalization of a bioactive elastin-like protein with photoreactive diazirine moieties. Scalable

synthesis is achieved using a standard recombinant protein expression host followed by site-specific

modification of lysine residues with a heterobifunctional N-hydroxysuccinimide ester–diazirine

crosslinker. The resulting biomaterial is demonstrated to be processable by spin coating, drop casting,

soft lithographic patterning, and mold casting to fabricate a variety of two- and three-dimensional

photocrosslinked biomaterials with length scales spanning the nanometre to millimetre range. Protein

thin films proved to be highly stable over a three-week period. Cell-adhesive functional domains

incorporated into the engineered protein materials were shown to remain active post-photo-processing.

Human adipose-derived stem cells achieved faster rates of cell adhesion and larger spread areas on thin

films of the engineered protein compared to control substrates. The ease and scalability of material

production, processing versatility, and modular bioactive functionality make this recombinantly

engineered protein an ideal candidate for the development of novel biomaterial coatings, films, and

scaffolds.
Introduction

Protein thin films are widely employed components in many

biomedical systems. For example, cell-adhesive proteins films

that are able to coat synthetic implants, thereby presenting

a more favorable surface for in vivo interactions, have found

applications in nerve guides,1 bone grafts,2 and vascular grafts.3

Commonly, these coatings are made from adsorbed layers of

native extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins including collagen,4,5

laminin,5,6 and fibronectin5 or other natural biopolymers.7 While

the appeal of using naturally derived materials for in vivo

applications is clear, there are certain key limitations affecting

the efficacy of these systems. When selecting naturally derived

materials, one is limited to those materials that can be harvested

and purified sufficiently so as to not cause immunogenic

responses post-implantation.8 Furthermore, although bioactive,

these materials suffer from significant batch-to-batch variations
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in their mechanical and biochemical properties, leading to irre-

producible coating performance, especially on larger scales.9 In

addition, these films are often adsorbed coatings, which can

cause irregularities in thickness and density, and hence

bioactivity.

Engineered proteins harness the bioactive functionality of

naturally derived materials, while overcoming their limitations

through highly reproducible and modular chemical composi-

tions, making them ideal for many biomedical applications.10–13

The modular design strategy employed in the creation of engi-

neered proteins allows for the inclusion of multiple peptide

domains with distinct functionalities into one surface coating

material. Exploration of tissue development and regeneration

has led to the discovery of a multitude of cell-instructive peptide

domains that can be included in an engineered protein sequence.

In addition, these domains are incorporated in a regulated

manner, allowing for independent control of material properties

such as ligand density, material degradation rate, andmechanical

properties.14,15

These protein-engineered biomaterials are synthesized by

utilizing the machinery of living cells to translate a recombinant

plasmid that encodes the desired amino acid sequence.16 Because

the exact protein sequence is specified and reliably produced

through recombinant methods, these materials offer exquisite
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 19429–19437 | 19429
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control over the resulting material properties.14 In addition to the

inclusion of bioactive and cell-instructive peptide domains,

specific individual amino acids can be incorporated at defined

locations to confer easy chemical modifications. For example,

cysteine residues are often employed for straightforward thiol

reactions,13,17 while lysine residues are targeted for primary

amine chemistries.18 These sites are frequently used to attach

other molecules such as drugs to yield bioactive protein-conju-

gates19 or to react with homofunctional crosslinking molecules to

form bulk biomaterials. Common homofunctional, primary

amine-reactive crosslinkers include diisocyanates,20 propionic

acids,21 and N-hydroxysuccinimide esters.22 However, these

homofunctional crosslinkers are not without their own limita-

tions, such as the potential cytotoxicity of the crosslinking

reagents and their residual reaction byproducts. Additionally,

crosslink formation can begin as soon as the crosslinker is added,

with reaction kinetics often on the same time scale as the mixing

process, potentially resulting in inhomogeneities at the cellular

length scale.

Photocrosslinking is a processing method commonly used to

overcomes these concerns in the production of a variety of

biomedical polymeric materials.23 This technique confers the

ability to easily pattern polymer structures, which have far-

ranging applications including the development of drug delivery

vehicles, implant coatings, and tissue engineering scaffolds.24,25

Photocrosslinking also enables fast processing, as these reactions

are often quite rapid.26 Furthermore, the use of focused light

sources and photomasks facilitates exquisite spatial and temporal

control of crosslinking reactions.27 Importantly, many photore-

actions have been proven cytocompatible, enabling direct photo-

encapsulation of cells.24 While photoreactions are a common

strategy for processing synthetic polymers, proteins are not

inherently photoactive, making the addition of photoactive

functionality to protein-based biomaterials an important target.

Previous work has demonstrated the usefulness of photo-

reactive, protein-engineered biomaterials to create cell-adhesive,

lithographically patterned substrates. Photoreactivity was

conferred on the protein through the incorporation of a non-

canonical, photoreactive amino acid directly into the protein

sequence.28–30 While solid phase synthesis of peptides can easily

accommodate non-canonical amino acids, this technique is

limited to chains of about 70 amino acids or less.31 Synthesis of

longer proteins that contain non-canonical amino acids can be

achieved through genetic engineering of auxotrophic bacterial

hosts, i.e. organisms incapable of synthesizing a specific amino

acid, which is then replaced by a non-canonical analog.28,29,32

Carrico et al. used this strategy to effectively synthesize photo-

crosslinkable elastin-like protein (ELP) materials using the non-

canonical amino acid para-azidophenylalanine.29 This ELP also

included a cell-adhesive RGD peptide domain that was shown to

retain its bioactivity after photocrosslinking was initiated by

irradiation with ultraviolet wavelength light.29 This work serves

as an elegant proof of concept that photocrosslinkable ELPs can

be engineered while retaining relevant bioactive functionalities.

However, protein yields using genetically engineered auxotro-

phic microorganisms are typically quite low, limiting the scal-

ability and widespread application of this approach.

As an alternative strategy, we demonstrate synthesis of an

engineered ELP in a commercially available Escherichia coli
19430 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 19429–19437
strain optimized for recombinant protein yield followed by post-

processing to append photoreactive moieties onto the protein

backbone. Our ELP is a previously reported block copolymer

designed to contain four repeats of an elastin-like structural

domain and a bioactive, cell-adhesive domain incorporating the

extended fibronectin RGD sequence (Fig. 1, Fig. S1†).14 A het-

erobifunctional N-hydroxysuccinimide ester–diazirine (NHS–

diazirine, succinimidyl 4,40-azipentanoate) is conjugated to the

ELP through reaction with the primary amine side chains of the

canonical lysine amino acid residues. Chemical modification of

the engineered protein post-expression enables synthesis of

a photoactive protein material while simultaneously utilizing the

inherent scalability of recombinant protein expression.

We demonstrate the potential applications of this technique

through synthesis of a reliable, versatile, scalable ELP biomate-

rial that can be photo-processed in multiple ways. Two-dimen-

sional (2D) protein coatings are produced by spin coating and

drop casting, while bulk, three-dimensional (3D) scaffolds are

formed by mold casting. The coating and crosslinking

procedures are reliable and straightforward, producing materials

that retain their cell-adhesive biofunctionality to interact with

human adipose-derived stem cells (hASCs), a clinically

important cell type. hASCs are primary mesoderm cells isolated

from adult tissue that can differentiate along any of the

mesodermal lineages. These cells are accessible in high numbers

from consenting adult donors, circumventing ethical issues often

attributed to other stem cell therapies. Furthermore, these cells

demonstrate enhanced reprogramming efficiency to become

induced pluripotent stem cells, thereby enabling differentiation

into cell types of other lineages.33 Transplantation of hASCs

holds tremendous potential in the development of future

regenerative medicine therapies.34,35 Taken together, the bioac-

tivity of this photocrosslinkable ELP material to promote hASC

adhesion, along with its versatility to produce coatings, thin

films, and bulk scaffolds, encourage further development for

applications in implant coatings and tissue engineering scaffolds.

Experimental

Recombinant synthesis and purification of ELP

ELP and scrambled-ELP (a negative control protein containing

a non-cell-adhesive sequence, Fig. S1†) were expressed and

purified as previously reported.14 Briefly, a plasmid encoding the

protein sequence was transformed into an Escherichia coli host

(BL21(DE3), NEB) and expression was induced under control of

the T7-lac promoter. After cell lysis, the target protein was

purified by repeated centrifugation at alternating temperatures

(4 �C and 37 �C), utilizing the lower critical solution temperature

of the ELP. Protein purity was assessed by gel electrophoresis.

ELP was dialyzed, lyophilized, and stored at room temperature.

ELP–diazirine conjugation

A heterobifunctional N-hydroxysuccinimide ester–diazirine

crosslinker (NHS–diazirine, succinimidyl 4,40-azipentanoate,
Pierce Biotechnology) was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide and

mixed with a solution of ELP, dissolved in either 20 mMHEPES

or phosphate buffered saline (PBS). After reaction, the diazirine-

conjugated ELP (ELP–D) was dialyzed against DI H2O for
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 1 Conjugation of a photoreactive diazirine group to an engineered ELP. (A) Schematic of crosslinker conjugation chemistry. Primary amines

within ELP (present at the N-terminus and on side chains of lysine residues) react with the NHS–diazirine crosslinker to form an amide bond, thereby

synthesizing a diazirine-modified ELP (ELP–D). Upon exposure to ultraviolet light, the diazirine group forms a highly reactive carbene intermediate,

which can insert into a neighboring ELP chain. (B) Conjugation efficiency as a function of crosslinker : primary amines stoichiometry. (C) FTIR data of

characteristic diazirine peak (1460 cm�1) first-order exponential decay as a function of UV exposure time, with t1/2 ¼ 119 seconds.
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48 hours, frozen, and lyophilized. The conjugation efficiency was

determined by 2,4,6-trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid (TNBSA,

Pierce Biotechnology) assay to detect unreacted primary amines.

Briefly, a solution of protein in PBS was diluted in sodium

bicarbonate buffer followed by the addition of TNBSA reagent.

After two hours of incubation at room temperature, the reaction

was stopped with a combination of sodium dodecyl sulfate and

hydrochloric acid, and the absorbance at 335 nm was taken for

comparison to a standard curve of non-conjugated ELP.
Photocrosslinking of ELP–D materials

ELP was resuspended from a lyophilized state in PBS at 4 �C. All

protein materials were made using 50 mgmL�1 (5 wt%) solutions.

Protein films were fabricated by spin coating protein solution

onto 12 mm glass coverslips (Fisher). Coverslips, previously

rinsed in ethanol, dried with nitrogen gas, and stored at 4 �C for

a minimum of 1 hour prior to use, were placed on the stage of

a spin coater (WS-400-6NPP, Laurell Technologies). The protein

solution (14 mL) was placed onto the center of the coverslip and

spun at various speeds (4000–8000 rpm) for 90 seconds. Drop

cast films were made by spreading protein solution on the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
substrate of interest with a pipette tip. Bulk protein scaffolds

were made by adding protein solution (40 mL) to a 10 mm tall,

4.5 mm diameter circular mold. Patterned scaffolds were made

with soft lithography by adding protein solution to a stripe-

patterned (50 mm width, 5 mm depth) poly(dimethyl siloxane)

(PDMS) mold. The solution-filled mold was covered by a glass

coverslip and allowed to dry overnight at 37 �C. After processing,

all materials were exposed to ultraviolet light using a 365 nm, 8

watt light source (3UV-38, UVP). Spin coated films and PDMS

patterned scaffolds were exposed for 1 hour at an exposure

distance of 3 cm, while drop cast films and bulk scaffolds were

exposed for 2 hours at the same conditions.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) characterization

SEM samples were spin coated using the protocol above,

4000 rpm for 90 seconds. Film morphology samples were left

hydrated without any further processing and imaged with vari-

able pressure SEM (Hitachi S-3400N Variable Pressure SEM,

operated at 15 kV, pressure 50–60 Pa, using a Deben Coolstage

for temperature control). Film thickness samples were air dried,
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 19429–19437 | 19431
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sputter coated with a layer of gold, and imaged with field emis-

sion SEM (FEI Magellan 400 XHR, operated at 5 kV).
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) characterization

Protein films were spin coated on 13 mm diameter zinc selenide

discs (Perkin Elmer) using an identical procedure as for the glass

coverslips given above. Measurements were performed using an

FTIR spectrometer (Vertex 70, Bruker Optics), purged with

nitrogen gas. A non-coated zinc selenide disc was used for

background control. The films were exposed to the 365 nm light

source described above for varying amounts of time, with an

FTIR measurement after each exposure time. A single

measurement consisted of 200 scans with a resolution of 4 cm�1.

Disappearance of a characteristic diazirine peak (1460 cm�1)

upon photoactivation was reported as total peak area over time.
Mechanical properties characterization

Uniaxial tensile tests were performed on drop cast, crosslinked

ELP–D films using a mechanical testing system (Bionix 200,

MTS Systems Corporation). A 44.48-N load cell was used to

characterize the force-displacement curve, which was converted

to engineering stress and strain using the initial dimensions of the

ELP–D films. The Young’s modulus is the slope of the linear

portion of the engineering stress–strain curve.
Thin film mass characterization

The mass of protein in spin coated films was determined by

a bicinchoninic acid (BCA) endpoint assay (QuantiPro, Sigma

Aldrich). Briefly, protein films for each time point (n ¼ 4) were

submerged in 500 mL PBS, followed by the addition of 500 mL of

BCA reagent (25 : 25 : 1 QA buffer : QB buffer : copper II sulfate

solution). The reaction was incubated at 60 �C for 1 hour,

equilibrated at room temperature for 20 minutes, and quantified

by absorbance at 562 nm for comparison to a standard curve.
hASC isolation and in vitro culture maintenance

ASCs were isolated from human lipoaspirate from the flank and

thigh regions by suction assisted liposuction. All subjects

donating tissue for this research responded to an Informed

Consent, which has been approved by the Stanford Institutional

Review Board. Specimens were washed in dilute betadine, rinsed

twice in PBS, and digested with 0.075% Type II collagenase in

Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution at 37 �C under agitation for 30

minutes. Next, collagenase was inactivated by an equal volume

of PBS with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 100 IU mL�1

penicillin–streptomycin. The stromal vascular fraction was then

pelleted, resuspended, and filtered through a 100 mm strainer

before being plated into a 100 mm dish. Adherent cells were

cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 100 IU

mL�1 penicillin–streptomycin at 37 �C and 5% atmospheric CO2.

Cells were expanded and passaged by trypsinization for subse-

quent use in in vitro assays.
19432 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 19429–19437
hASC culture on photocrosslinked ELP–D thin films

Cells were seeded at 1.24 � 104 cells cm�2 onto spin coated thin

films of ELP–diazirine (ELP–D), scrambled-ELP–D, or non-

coated 12 mm glass coverslips (Fisher) (n ¼ 4 independent

samples for each condition). Phase contrast images were taken at

2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 hours post-seeding using an inverted light

microscope (Zeiss Axiovert) at four random positions for each

substrate. Individual cells were scored as either adherent (i.e.,

appearing dark by phase contrast) or non-adherent (i.e.,

appearing refractile by phase contrast). Statistical significance

was analyzed using the Kruskal–Wallis 1-way ANOVA. At six

days, cell viability was assessed with a fluorescent LIVE/

DEAD� cytotoxicity kit (Molecular Probes, 2.0 mM calcein AM

and 4.0 mM ethidium homodimer). Other cultures were fixed

overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde and blocked with 10%

normal goat serum or FBS containing 0.1% v/v Triton X-100 in

PBS for one hour at room temperature. After rinsing, samples

were stained with 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, 2 mg

mL�1, Roche) to visualize cell nuclei and with rhodamine-

conjugated phalloidin (1 : 200 dilution, Invitrogen) to visualize

F-actin. Fluorescent images were obtained with a confocal

microscope (Leica SPE) and manually analyzed with ImageJ

software (NIH) to determine spread cell area (n ¼ 37–83 cells per

condition). Statistical significance was determined using the

Mann–Whitney t test. At day six, alamarBlue� assay (Invi-

trogen) was used to assess metabolic activity. Briefly, alamarBlue

reagent was added to the cells (50 mM), incubated at 37 �C for 2

hours, and analyzed for fluorescence signal (n ¼ 3 independent

samples for each condition). Statistical significance was deter-

mined using the Mann–Whitney t test.

Results and discussion

Engineered protein synthesis and conjugation with photoreactive

moieties

ELP was synthesized through recombinant expression from

a commercially available Escherichia coli host and purified by

utilizing the material’s lower critical solution temperature

(LCST) as previously described.14 As with other reported elastin-

like variants with the repetitive VPGXG amino acid sequence

(where X is any amino acid), this engineered ELP is soluble in

aqueous solutions below the LCST and forms a polymer-rich

coacervate above this temperature.36 Therefore, engineered ELPs

comprised of canonical amino acids can be synthesized and

purified using protocols that are easily scalable.37 The elastin-like

repetitive sequence was modified to include one lysine residue per

five VPGXG repeats to enable site-specific, post-purification

reactivity through primary amine-based chemistry (full amino

acid sequence given in Fig. S1†).22 The purified ELP was cova-

lently conjugated with a heterobifunctional NHS–diazirine

photocrosslinker (succinimidyl 4,40-azipentanoate), resulting in

ELP–diazirine (ELP–D). The diazirine moiety is activated upon

exposure to long wavelength ultraviolet light (330–370 nm),

releasing N2 and forming a highly reactive carbene intermediate

that can rapidly insert into neighboring protein chains at any

amino acid site (Fig. 1A).38

The conjugation efficiency of the NHS–diazirine to the ELP

was determined by quantifying the number of unreacted primary
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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amines post-reaction. Three reaction times (6, 15, and 24 hours)

and four reaction stoichiometries (0.25, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 moles of

crosslinker per mole of primary amines contained within the

ELP) were assessed. As expected, the conjugation efficiency was

directly related to the stoichiometric ratio of crosslinker to

primary amines (Fig. 1B). A reaction time of 6 hours was found

to be sufficient, as further increasing the reaction time did not

improve the conjugation efficiency (data not shown). After 6

hours, a range of 9.96% to 90.3% of primary amines were reacted,

corresponding to an average of 1.4 to 12.6 diazirines attached per

protein chain. Having reliable control over the conjugation

efficiency, and hence the maximum number of potential cross-

links formed per protein chain, enables direct tuning of the final

biomaterial crosslinking density. In addition, having reliable

control over the number of unmodified lysine residues enables

potential future use of the remaining primary amine side chains

as grafting sites for growth factor or drug conjugation. Further

experiments for this manuscript utilized a stoichiometric ratio of

1 : 1 crosslinker : primary amine (58.5% conjugation efficiency)

to demonstrate stable biomaterial formation even when �40% of

lysine residues are unmodified.

The photoactivation kinetics of the diazirine moiety on ELP–

D were examined using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

(FTIR) by monitoring the peak intensity area of the diazirine n3

fundamental peak (1460 cm�1) (Fig. 1C).39 Photoactivation of

diazirine releases N2, which does not absorb infrared irradiation

due to its symmetry. Therefore, an increase in transmittance (i.e.,

decrease in peak intensity area) at the characteristic diazirine

peak is directly correlated with the formation of a photoactivated

moiety. The photoactivation followed first-order reaction

kinetics with an exponential decay in diazirine concentration and

a diazirine half-life (t1/2) of 119 seconds. This result corroborates

the reported t1/2 ¼ 2 minutes for photoactivated diazirine.40

These data suggest that the degree of diazirine activation, and

hence the crosslinking concentration within ELP–D, can be

directly controlled by varying the ultraviolet exposure time.
Fig. 2 Versatile photo-processing of ELP–D materials. (A) Drop cast,

free-standing ELP–D film (t z 50 mm), which (B) has sufficient strength

to hold a 4.5 g mass. (C) Tensile stress–strain curve for ELP–D drop cast

film, Young’s modulus z 250 MPa. (D) SEM image of spin coated

photocrosslinked ELP–D thin film (t z 675 nm) showing uniform

protein coverage. (E) Protein mass of thin films is controlled by pro-

cessing at specific spin coating speeds. (F) Bulk, three-dimensional ELP–

D scaffold (t z 2 mm, d z 4.5 mm).
Versatile photo-processing of ELP–D films and scaffolds

To demonstrate the versatility of ELP–D, several biomaterial

processing techniques were employed to create stable 2D thin

films and 3D scaffolds. First, ELP–D films were drop cast

directly onto a hydrophobic surface such as Parafilm, dried in air,

crosslinked by ultraviolet light exposure, and then easily

removed from the surface by peeling to create a free-standing

film (Fig. 2A). A 10 mg film was measured to be 50 mm thick and

was able to fully support a 4.5 g mass (Fig. 2B). Tensile tests were

performed on these drop cast films in the dehydrated state. The

Young’s modulus of the dehydrated film was 250 MPa, and the

film displayed little plasticity prior to fracture (Fig. 2C). These

films verify the functionality of the photoreactive moiety to form

a strong network of crosslinked protein, resulting in a solid,

mechanically stable material. As drop casting results in films of

variable thickness, we then explored the use of spin coating to

create films of defined, uniform thickness.

As a second demonstration, spin coating of ELP–D onto glass

coverslips followed by photocrosslinking resulted in uniform

protein coatings as visualized by scanning electron microscopy

(SEM, Fig. 2D). The retained protein mass, and hence thickness,
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
of the films was controlled by altering the speed of the spin

coating process (Fig. 2E). For a 70 mg film, which corresponds to

10% protein retention during the spin coating process at a spin

speed of 6000 rpm, the approximate thickness is estimated to be

�500 nm (assuming a density of ELP–D on the order of native

elastin, 1.3 mg cm�3). SEM of dried thin film cross-sections

corroborated this estimation (Fig. S2†). These thin films may be

useful as resilient coatings on biomedical implants, where specific

biofunctionality can be imparted to the implant surface through

engineering of the modular engineered ELP.41

Bulk scaffolds were also made from the ELP–D biomaterial by

crosslinking the protein solution within preformed molds. In the

first example, a 5 wt% ELP–D solution was photocrosslinked to

yield a swollen, cylindrical hydrogel 2 mm tall and 4.5 mm in

diameter (Fig. 2F). This type of bulk, monolithic scaffold is well
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 19429–19437 | 19433
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suited for use as a tissue engineering scaffold, and indeed, other

ELP biomaterials have been explored as tissue engineering

scaffolds for a wide variety of applications.42

As another example, micropatterned topography was added to

an ELP–D scaffold using soft lithography techniques. A poly-

dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp with parallel grooves, 50 mm

wide and 5 mm deep, was used as a templating substrate for an

ELP–D solution containing fluorescently labeled ELP–D for

visualization. The templated and photocrosslinked ELP–D

formed a scaffold with uniform and regularly spaced channels, as

visualized by fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 3A). Soft lithog-

raphy processing could be used to create large-scale, bioactive,

patterned structures, promising for use as cell-directive scaffolds

for engineering tissues where specific cellular orientation and

organization are critical to function, such as in vascular43 and

cardiac44 tissues.

The use of such a wide range of processing techniques exem-

plifies the versatility and amenability of ELP–D for a variety of

biomaterial and tissue engineering applications. Unlike previous

work that was limited to thin film applications, the scalable

synthesis, purification, and photo-processing techniques utilized

here enable the formation of 2D and 3D scaffolds ranging in size

scale from nanometres (Fig. 2D) to micrometres (Fig. 2A and B)

to millimetres (Fig. 2F).
Fig. 3 Photocrosslinked ELP–D stability. (A) Fluorescent images of

ELP–D (top) and ELP (bottom) scaffolds micropatterned by soft

lithography to have a repetitive striped topography (50 mm wide, 5 mm

depth pattern). Dried scaffolds prior to UV light exposure clearly shows

the presence of topography (left), while 24 hours after UV exposure and

rinsing, only the hydrated ELP–D scaffold remains. (B) Mass of protein

retained in spin coated thin films prior to UV exposure and at various

times post-exposure (in solution), for ELP and ELP–D samples. (C)

Long-term, hydrated stability of spin coated ELP–D thin films processed

to have different initial masses.
Photocrosslinked ELP–D biomaterial stability

A series of experiments were performed to assess the short- and

long-term stability of photocrosslinked ELP–D materials. First,

to demonstrate the requirement of the diazirine moiety, both

ELP and ELP–D scaffolds were micropatterned on PDMS soft

lithography molds. Prior to ultraviolet light exposure, fluores-

cence microscopy revealed that both materials formed micro-

patterned surfaces with uniform grooves, although the raised

ridges of ELP appeared slightly more swollen than ELP–D

(Fig. 3A). Both patterned substrates were exposed to ultraviolet

light for one hour followed by soaking in aqueous buffer for 24

hours. Further microscopy revealed that the ELP substrate was

completely solubilized during this time, while the ELP–D mate-

rial was still present and retained the striped micropattern,

exhibiting swollen but still uniform grooves (Fig. 3A).

Next, to demonstrate thin film stability, solutions of ELP

and ELP–D were spin coated onto glass coverslips. The

amount of engineered protein retained on each coverslip was

quantified before and at various time points after ultraviolet

light exposure and rinsing (Fig. 3B). The ELP and ELP–D thin

films initially contained a similar amount of material (�19 mg,

as shown by the no UV exposure and no rinsing condition).

After ultraviolet light exposure and a four hour rinse, both

films showed a loss of protein, with 38% � 3.5% of ELP–D and

11% � 4.7% of ELP retained on the coverslips. Over the

subsequent week, protein retention on the ELP-coated cover-

slips was negligible, while no further protein was lost from the

ELP–D thin films. The initial ELP–D protein loss at four hours

is presumably due to solubilization of protein chains that were

not effectively crosslinked into the polymer network. Once

these non-crosslinked chains were removed, the remainder of

the ELP–D thin film retained its stability for up to one week

(the longest time point tested).
19434 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 19429–19437
Next, we assessed the role of initial thin film mass in deter-

mining the long-term film stability and required rinsing time.

Glass coverslips were spin coated with ELP–D at either 8000 or

4000 rpm, yielding thin films with masses of �20 or �40 mg,

respectively (estimated thicknesses of 275 or 675 nm, respec-

tively). These films were crosslinked by ultraviolet light exposure,

and their protein retention was quantified over a three-week
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 4 Culture of hASC on ELP–D thin films. (A) Percentage of adherent hASC to ELP–D (which contains a cell-adhesive RGD sequence), scrambled-

ELP–D (negative control), and non-coated glass coverslips (* p < 0.0001, ** p < 0.02). (B) hASC spread area on ELP–D and scrambled-ELP–D thin

films at 4 hours. Data shown as a box-and-whisker plot; bottom and top of the box mark the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively; horizontal band in the

box marks the median, and whiskers mark the 5th and 95th percentiles (* p < 0.001). (C) Representative hASC morphology on ELP–D (top) and

scrambled-ELP–D (bottom) thin films at 4 hours after seeding, with fluorescent staining of nuclei (DAPI, blue) and F-actin (phalloidin, red). (D) Day 6

fluorescent staining of live (calcein AM, green) and dead (ethidium homodimer, red) hASCs on ELP–D and scrambled-ELP–D thin films demonstrating

long-term viability of cells on ELP–D materials.
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period of continuous rinsing (Fig. 3C). Both thin films experi-

enced significant protein loss during the initial four hour rinse.

After this time point, both films proved to be very stable, losing

negligible amounts of protein over the subsequent 21 days.

Therefore, a four hour rinse time is sufficient to fabricate stable

ELP–D thin films regardless of initial film mass. In addition, this

protocol was found to be a highly reproducible method to

produce thin films of a specific final mass, as evidenced by the

narrow standard deviation for both sets of films. Due to this, we

can reliably alter the final quantity of protein retained on the

coated surface, and thus the total concentration of presented

bioactive ligand.

Stability is an integral parameter dictating potential biomedical

applications. The high level of stability displayed by photo-

crosslinked ELP–D thin filmsmakes them promisingmaterials for

use as implant coatings, which commonly need to remain intact

over long periods of time. Stabilitywithin an in vivo setting remains

to be evaluated. Native elastin is highly persistent in the body,

although it can be rapidly degraded by the enzyme elastase.45
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
Previous work with ELP materials has demonstrated that the

proteolytic degradation rate can be tailored over two orders of

magnitude by designing specific protease enzyme target sites into

the amino acid sequence.14Asimilar strategy could be utilizedwith

these ELP–D thin films to control the film degradation rate for

potential drug delivery applications. Importantly, this high level of

film stability was demonstrated for ELP–D conjugated at �60%

efficiency, leaving�5 unreacted primary amines per protein chain.

These reactive groups could be used to tether various drugs or

growth factors into the ELP–D thin film. Alternatively, ELP–D

conjugated with more crosslinker per protein chain could be used

to decrease the initial protein loss, increasing the concentration of

bioactive domains present on the coated surface.
Photocrosslinked ELP–D films support hASC culture

To demonstrate that the cell-adhesive, RGD bioactive domains

retain functionality after photo-processing, human adipose-

derived stem cells (hASCs) were seeded onto spin coated ELP–D
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 19429–19437 | 19435
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thin films. For comparison, cells were seeded on non-coated glass

as well as negative control thin films that were otherwise identical

to ELP–D except they contained a non-cell-adhesive RDG

peptide sequence (scrambled-ELP–D).14 All experiments were

performed in medium supplemented with 10% serum. During the

six hours immediately after seeding, a significantly larger

percentage of hASCs were adherent on the ELP–D thin films

compared to the scrambled-ELP–D surfaces, as manually

quantified from phase contrast imaging (Fig. 4A).

To further investigate potential morphological differences

between adherent cells on ELP–D and scrambled-ELP–D films,

hASCs were fixed and fluorescently stained four hours after

seeding. Individual cells were manually outlined, and cell spread

areas were quantified using ImageJ software. Although the

hASC population exhibited a wide, non-Gaussian distribution in

spread area on both surfaces, the ELP–D films initiated

significantly more spreading than the scrambled-ELP–D films

(Fig. 4B). In addition, fluorescent micrographs of F-actin

polymerized cytoskeletal fibers qualitatively corroborate these

data (Fig. 4C).

Cytocompatibility of the ELP–D thin films was confirmed

through a longer, six-day study. As expected, fluorescent stains

for live (calcein AM) and dead (ethidium homodimer) cells

showed hASCs on all substrates (ELP–D, scrambled-ELP–D,

and non-coated glass) were adherent and alive (with average

viabilities of 98.9% � 0.5%, 98.8% � 0.3%, and 98.4% � 0.7%,

respectively). This result was expected, as ASCs are known to

non-specifically adhere to many surfaces such as non-coated

glass at longer time points. This cell adhesion is presumably due

to the presence of ASC-secreted matrix proteins as well as serum

proteins in the medium, which can adsorb to the substrate and

induce cell adhesion. Additionally, quantification of cell metab-

olism using an alamarBlue� assay found cells on all substrates to

be similarly metabolically active at the six-day time point

(Fig. S3†).

These results validate the use of photo-processed ELP–D as

a biomaterial, as it can elicit specific cell–matrix interactions and

is cytocompatible. The increased adhesion rate of hASCs on

ELP–D compared to scrambled-ELP–D films at early time

points confirms that the RGD domain retains its cell-adhesive

functionality even after photo-processing. As expected, at longer

time points, hASC adhesion to the protein thin films is no longer

dependent on RGD–cell interactions. The increased adhesion

rate of hASCs on ELP–D thin films, even in a serum-rich envi-

ronment, is promising for applications in which rapid cell

adhesion is desired.
Conclusions

In this study, we demonstrated the successful functionalization of

a bioactive, recombinantly engineered elastin-like protein with

a photoactive moiety to enable the versatile photo-processing of

stable, cell-adhesive biomaterials. The extensive processing

versatility of ELP–D was demonstrated through the fabrication

of both two- and three-dimensional biomaterials using a variety

of techniques including spin coating, drop casting, soft litho-

graphic patterning, and mold casting followed by crosslinking

through ultraviolet light exposure. ELP–D spin coated thin films

were shown to be highly stable for up to three weeks, making
19436 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 19429–19437
them an attractive option for potential biomaterial coating and

drug delivery applications. Finally, we validated the specific cell-

adhesive properties of ELP–D as compared to non-coated and

scrambled-ELP–D controls, showing that the engineered

bioactive functionality of the RGD domain remained active

post-processing and crosslinking. A highly clinically relevant cell

type, primary human adipose-derived stem cells, adhered more

rapidly and with larger spread cell area to the ELP–D surfaces

compared to controls. The surfaces were highly cytocompatible

and maintained cell metabolism for up to six days. These data

suggest that ELP–D biomaterials are well suited for future

applications as tissue engineering scaffolds for regenerative

medicine therapies. The scalability of ELP recombinant

production and photo-functionalization to synthesize ELP–D,

coupled with the wide range of processing possibilities, high

stability, cytocompatibility, and modular bioactivity make this

material a promising choice for further development for a wide

variety of biomedical applications.
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